
Gmail - email by Google: secure, fast &
organised

**About Gmail**

By using Gmail you can access your mails from your Google mail account even when you’re on the

move. Like that messages can be read, can be answered and can be administrated even mobile

with your smartphone or tablet. 

Gmail affords users with a Google mail account a mobile access to their mails allowing them to

read their mails even en route and answer them quickly. By using Gmail you can administrate or

sort your mails on your smartphone or tablet easily and quickly. By dint of the useful push feature

you’ll never miss a single important message. 

**Gmail – features: **

-	Mobile access to your mails: By using Gmail you can access the mails from your Google mail

account even when you’re on the move. Like that you can read your e-mails even on your

smartphone or tablet and answer them directly. By dint of Gmail you always stay up to date and no

longer miss an important mail. Besides you stay in permanent touch with your friends, your family

or other important contacts. 

-	Useful Push feature: Gmail comes with a useful push features. This feature forwards your e-

mails to your smartphone or tablet directly so that a manual demand of your mails is no longer

necessary. If you’re waiting for an important mail, Gmail keeps you up-to-date. 

-	Sort your mails: Gmail helps you to sort your e-mails in an efficient and helpful way. Like that for

example advertising mails or messages from social networks will be moved automatically in a

separate category so that you keep an eye on the really important mails. 

-	2 in 1: Keep track of your e-mail accounts and bundle multiple Google accounts in the Gmail app.

Besides you can also access to accounts from other mail services like Outlook or Yahoo. 

Conclusion: If you have a Google mail account, Gmail app offers you many advantages: you can

access your mails even when you’re on the way, answer them fast and directly and administrate

them via smartphone or tablet. Besides you’ll never miss a single mail by using Gmail’s push

feature. 


